PROCESS REPORT

Hotel Madhuban, Adityapur, Jamshedpur, Jharkhand
March 20 – 21, 2012

"Indian Consumers in New Age: A forward looking agenda to address the concerns
of the common people" (ConsumersUp)
Minutes of the Meeting
Dates: March 20 - 21, 2012
Venue: Hotel Madhuban, Adityapur, Jamshedpur, Jharkhand.
Key Speakers and discussion points
•

Mr. Ramanuj Narain, Ex. District Judge and President, District Consumer Forum on overview of
Consumer Awareness and Protection.

•

Mr. Abhimanyu Singh, from CUTS shared about ConsumersUp project, the objectives and the
various activities/components earmarked under the project like Research including Input
paper, Knowledge Enhancement Workshops, Regional workshop and National Conclave, etc
with the participants.

•

Shri. Hari Ballabh Singh "Arshi", Founder of Consumer Forum in Jamshedpur and Currently
Secretary to Sri Krishna Public School introduced the participants the various Laws / regulations
related to consumer protection.

•

Mr. Ashish Kumar from The Janaki Foundation, shared avenues for consumer participation in
policy making/ regulatory process and tools.

•

Mr. K. P Singh from Food Department, Government of Jharkhand presented Government
insights and importance of evidences in policy making and Food Adulteration Act in India. Mr.
Singh provided an overview to the participants as to how a complaint should be drafted and the
right mechanisms for pursuance.

•

Mr. Vinod Nidhi from District Consumer Forum informed the participants on the various
avenues available to the consumer for Grievance Redressal and how consumer issues and
awareness can be taken in the rural areas as 70 percent of the Indian population resides in
village.

•

Mr. Prashant Kumar from CUTS took the participants through the processes related to
Complaint Handling and Advisory Services and the know how related to RTI for consumer
protection.

•

Mr. Lakshmi Nidhi, Sr. Advocate, Jamshedpur and Consumer Rights on critical issues related to
consumer rights and awareness and feasible practical steps in regards grievances.

•

Mr. Ashish Kumar took the session on Basic Research and Documentation Skills on behalf of Mr.
V.N.Pandey from Tata Management Development Center, Jamshedpur. He explained about
research, types of research, formulation of the problem, methods of data collection and how to
write case studies.

•

Mr. Murli Dhar Kedia, Advocate and President, Rajasthan Sewa Sadan on Communication Skills
and discussed about basic rules of communication.

•

Mr. Om Prakash, Advocate, Consumer Forum interacted with the participants and discussed
about various laws and Acts in connection to COPRA and also spoke on the basics of Resource
Mobilization, raising funds and writing proposals.

•

Mr. Prashant from CUTS presented on Advocacy skills wherein he focussed on the
characteristics and principles of advocacy.

Overview and Background
Lack of consumer's access to adequate information, improper understanding about the redressal
mechanisms/proceedure as well as other socio – economic vulnerabilities of individuals and
households are the reasons of the under-priviledged classes not getting justice.
To address the problem, CUTS is partnering with the Department of consumer affairs, Ministry of
consumer affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Govt. of India under the consumer welfare fund to
implement a one year project involving the indian consumer organizations to address these new
challenges and opportunities.
Consumer movement in India originated with the necessity of protecting and promoting the
interests of the consumers' against fraudulent, unethical and unfair trade practices. While the
ushering of economic liberalization in early 90's resulted in many positive developments, vis-à-vis
the enhancement of consumer interests, it has also thrown significant challenges which are to be
addressed as concerns of common man as well as new generation consumer issues including those
which are emerging from an evolving mosaic of utility regulations in India.
The Janaki Foundation partnered with CUTS to give shape to this initiative in the state of Jharkhand
through the first Knowledge Enhancement Workshop in Jamshedpur on the central theme: "Indian
Consumers in New Age: A forward looking agenda to address the concerns of the common people
(ConsumersUp)" from March 20 through March 21, 2012 at Hotel Madhuban in Adityapur,
Jamshedpur. Jharkhand.
Introductory Remarks
President, District Consumer
Forum and Ex. District Judge, Mr.
Ramanuj Narain, while presenting
an
overview
of
Consumer
Awareness and Protection said that
the consumer movement in India
traces in antecedents to the
independence movement when the
consumer
organizations
got
themselves registered in chennai in 1930s. However, it was the enactment of the consumer
protection act in 1986 that brought within its ambit of protection a whole class of consumers
previously not recognized by other consumer protection statutes. It therefore explicitly called for
protection of not only those who could afford to purchase goods and services in the market place
but also consumers from rural India who earn a meagre living out of engaging in small trading
activities. They currently constitute to 92% of the country's workforce.
Liberalization is paving way for a market driven economy, where the manufacturers seek to
maximize profits. manufacturers are not often concerned about the quality of goods and services
and their impact on the health of the people and the environment. Instead of consumer guiding the

producer about what should be produced, it is the producer who decides what the consumer
should want. The plight of the consumer is further worsened by the use of advertising techniques.
Consumers are saddled with the problems of choosing between too many products with too less
information. With the concentration of market in the hands of a few large corporations, it becomes
important that the consumers are aware of their rights in order to ensure proper standards for the
goods and services for which they make payment.
Shri. Hari Ballabh Singh "Arshi", Founder of Consumer
Forum in Jamshedpur and Currently Secretary to Sri
Krishna Public School introduced the participants the
various Laws / regulations related to consumer
protection. In his address, he explained the meaning of
the term “Consumer”. According to him, the term
“Consumer” indicates a person who pays money for
getting services or purchase of commodities. Giving
example of Telecom service, which is now regulated as
per the norms of Consumer Protection Act, he focused
on the increased power and the role of consumers in
the open market during the last few years.
He further stated that organizations working on building consumer awareness and consumer
protection are not only functioning as a ‘watchdog’ but also as a ‘biting dog’. He highlighted the
statutory rights of consumers such as:
1. Right to choose;
2. Right to be informed;
3. Right to safety; and
4. Right to complain.
The session was highly interactive as the participants
raised many practical concerns and issues related to
consumer complaints and redressal in the fields of
telecom, consumer durables, Insurance sector and
banking. Arshi ji answered to the queries of the
participants in a professional manner and further
committed that his office along with that of The Janaki
Foundation from now onwards can be the secretariat to
take up these issues related to consumer awareness
and redressal in a better manner.

Mr. K. P Singh from Food Department, Government of Jharkhand
presented Government insights and importance of evidences in policy
making and Food Adulteration Act in India. Mr. Singh provided an
overview to the participants as to how a complaint should be drafted and
the right mechanisms for pursuance. He in his speech, highlighted that
there are many goods which are sold in the market without much
information about their quality, quantity and purity. In case of goods

meant for mass consumption like food, milk products, edible oil etc., the ingredients are not
known. Manufacturers or producers seldom follow the safety regulations in the products like
lamps, batteries, footwear, electricals, wires, cement, LPG cylinders, Pulgs, Sockets etc. leading to
many fatal accidents. Adulteration of food is another problem. Therefore the battle for consumer
protection has to be dealth with many agencies.
Steps have been taken by government of India by way of enactment of various acts and other
measures to help consumers. IPC, Standards of weights and measures Act, Motor Vehicle Act are
some of the acts to protect the customers. However, the fact remains that very little have been
achieved in the field of consumer protection.
Mr. Vinod Nidhi from District Consumer Forum informed
the participants on the various avenues available to the
consumer for Grievance Redressal and how consumer
issues and awareness can be taken in the rural areas as
70 percent of the Indian population resides in village. He
informed that ‘for weak projection and implementation
of consumer awareness & protection’ Government
organisations, Departments and their employees alone
were not at fault. In his view, ‘negligence on the part of
consumers’ was equally responsible for the current
condition. He felt that consumers in rural areas were the
primary victims of mal-trade practices. Sharing his
personal experiences, he felt that there was a difference
between the awareness of people in developed countries
and countries in the third world.
Mr. Lakshmi Nidhi, Sr. Advocate, Jamshedpur and Consumer Rights Activist working on critical
issues related to consumer rights and awareness and feasible practical steps in regards grievances.
He addressed the following issues in his presentation.
•
•

•
•

•
•

the need to pay special attention to the rural
population;
problems in reaching rural consumers, like,
difficult access to adequate print media and
Internet;
illiteracy;
low degree of consumer organization in the
countryside and absence of trained
multiplicators for consumer information;
objectives of consumer information and
education in the countryside;
activities needed in consumer information.

Each session was followed by questions and answers round so that participants can be made more
aware and their queries can be clarified.

Prashant from CUTS, Jaipur shared his insights on the key
advocacy skills that should be garnered to take up consumer
protection issues. During his speech, he focussed on the
characteristics and principles of advocacy. Participants raised in
queries as how people centered advocacy could be fruitful in
taking up the cause and what are the processes that one should
follow to present a sound case. Mr. Prashant also made the
group do a small group exercise on how to build up a case
around a thematic cause.

The session by Mr. Om Prakash, Advocate Consumer
Forum was interactive and focussed on various laws and
acts in connection to COPRA. In the process he also
oriented the participants on the basics of resource
mobilization, raising funds and writing proposals.
Thematics included a discussion on creating awareness
on consumer protection through constant dialogue,
representation of cases and issues and continued
involvement of the mass media among the participants.
He informed that the Consumer Protection Act 1986 is a
social welfare legislation which was enacted as a result
of widespread consumer protection movement. The main object of the legislature in the enactment
of this act is to provide for the better protection of the interests of the consumer and to make
provisions for establishment of consumer councils and other authorities for settlement of
consumer disputes and matter therewith connected. In order to promote and protect the rights
and interests of consumers, quasi judicial machinery is sought to be set up at district, state and
central levels. These quasi judicial bodies have to observe the principles of natural justice and have
been empowered to give reliefs, of specific nature and also to impose penalties for non compliance
of the orders given by such bodies.

The main object of these bodies is to provide speedy and simple redressal to consumer disputes. It
is one of the benevolent pieces of legislation intended to protect the consumers at large from
exploitation.
The act was passed in Lok Sabha on 9th December,1986 and Rajya Sabha on 10th December, 1986
and assented by the President of India on 24th December, 1986 and was published in the Gazette
of India on 26th December, 1986. The aim was to provide for better protection of the interests of
consumers and for that purpose to make provision for the establishment of consumer councils and
other authorities for the settlement of consumer disputes and for matters connected therewith.
For the interests of the participants he informed that the Section 2 of the Act lays down the various
definitions under the act out of which certain important definitions are as under :
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (b) : “Complainant”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (c) : “Complaint”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (d) : “Consumer”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (g) : “deficiency”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (i) : “goods”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (nnn) : “Restrictive trade practice”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (o) : “service”
Section 2 sub section 1 subclause (r) : “unfair trade pratice”
The group identified the following points as suggestive recommendations on issues related to
consumer awareness and protection in the state of Jharkhand:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment and strengthening of a State Consumer Welfare Fund;
Establishment of a clear structure of responsibilities on consumer policy at State level;
Formation of various committees dealing with consumer issues, such as the State Council, the
Telecom Committee the Banking Committee, the Airlines Operators Committee, committees
dealing with insurance companies and with tour operators etc;
Effective support for formation and strengthening of Consumer Clubs;
The website of the Department of Consumer Affairs, Govt. of Jharkhand should be developed;
Establishments of norms for the work of lawyers and doctors; and Consumer awareness
programmes on TV and radio.
More initiatives shall be taken at the village level.
Better access of the rural population to complaint resolution at the pre-litigation stage should
be guaranteed by using the PRI;
Personal consumer advice should be established not only for legal problems, but also for every
day consumer problems (e.g. hallmarking of gold). Consumer advice centre could be revived;
The Legal Aid Councils should be extended to rural communities and promoted;
consumer issues in the strict sense were seen in close relationship with problems that rural
people had in their quality as agricultural producers; like commercialisation of substandard
seeds, better advice in production techniques, animal insurance etc. Their needs should be
addressed.
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“Indian Consumers in the New Age: A Forward Looking Agenda to Address the
Concerns of the Common Man” (ConsumersUp)
Agenda for Knowledge Enhancing Workshop (KEW)
S. N.

Time

Subject of the Session

Facilitator

DAY-1 (March 20, 2012 – Tuesday)
1

9.00- 9.30

Registration and Introduction of participants and
sharing of agenda

The Janaki Foundation

2

9.30 – 10.00

Inauguration and overview of consumer awareness
and protection

2

10.00-10.30

Brief Presentation about ConsumersUp project
objective/need of the workshop

Mr. Ramanuj Narain,
President, District
Consumer Forum
Project team

3

10.30-11.30

Introduction to various laws/regulations for
Consumer Protection

30 Minutes for presentation and 30 minutes for
questions
11.30-11.45
4

11.30 – 12.30

5

12.30-13.30

13.30-14.30
6

14.30- 15. 30

Hari Ballabh Singh "Arshi"
Secretary, Sri Krishna
Public School and Founder
of Consumer Forum in
Jamshedpur.

Tea Break
Avenues for consumer participation in policy
making/regulatory process and tools
Simulation Exercise:
• Drafting of notice and consumer complaint
• Role play of proceeding in consumer forum

Vishnu Deo Tiwari,
Consultant Sales Tax
Deepak Purendre, ExPresident, Chamber of
Commerce assisted by
Project team

Lunch Break
Various avenues (formal /informal) available to
Consumer for Grievance Redressal Mechanism

30 Minutes for presentation and 30 minutes for
questions
15.00- 16.15

Tea Break

7

16.15-17.45

•

8

17.45-18.00

How to run Complaint Handling Information
and Advisory Service (CHIAS)
• Use of Right to Information for consumer
protection
Feedback of day’s proceeding and next day
planning

Mr. Vinod Nidhi
(Advocate, Consumer
Forum) assisted by
Project team

The Janaki Foundation

Participants

DAY -2 (March 21, 2012 – Wednesday)
9

9.00- 9.30

Recap of the previous day

Participants

10

9.30- 11.00

Basic Research and Documentation Skills
• Basic research tools & techniques
• Data collection and analysis
• How to write case studies

The Janaki Foundation

Tea Break

11

11.00-11.15
11.15- 13.00

13.00- 14.00

Basic Advocacy and Communication Skills
Session Objectives:
• Relevance of advocacy in the ConsumersUp
project
• Advocacy tools and types
• Basic rules of communication and
importance/use for advocacy
Lunch Break

Mr. Murli Dhar Kedia,
Advocate and President,
Rajasthan Sewa Sadan.

Resource Mobilisation Skills
• Basics of resource mobilisation
• Tools & Techniques
• How to write a proposal
• Main sources for resource mobilisation
Simulation exercise on writing a proposal and
making presentation for resource mobilisation for
consumer issues

Mr. Manish Pandey,
Ambuja Group

12

14.00- 15.00

13

15.00- 16.00

14

16.00-16.30

Preparing an action plan to take up consumer issues
by participants

Lakshmi Nidhi,
Advocate, Consumers
Forum

15

16.30-17.00

Feedback and Evaluation of the Workshop
Vote of thanks

The Janaki Foundation

17.00 onwards

Tea & Departure

Knowledge Enhancement Workshop
20 - 21 March 2012, Jamshedpur

Consumer Protection
-- A Socio-economic right recognized by modern
states that helps bring justice and welfare

Avenues for consumer participation in policy
making/regulatory process and tools

-- Historic Foundation of Consumer Protection Acts
-- Globalisation and increased international trade
--Consumers rights stipulated by Consumers
International

Ashish Kumar
The Janaki Foundation

UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection
-

Adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1985 and amended
in 1999
Contains the essential elements of comprehensive
consumer protection
Provides an international policy framework for governments
to to use and strengthen consumer protection policy and
legislation aimed at promoting consumer welfare

UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection contd..
Legitimate needs covered by the Guidelines:
- Protection of consumers from hazards to their
health and safety-right to safety
-

Promotion & protection of the economic
interests of consumers- right to basic needs

-

Consumers access to adequate information to

Objective
Assist countries in the protection for their population as
consumers by improving production and distribution patterns;
encouraging ethical conduct by traders; and curbing abusive
business practices

make informed choices-right to information
-

Consumer education- right to consumer education

1

UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection contd..
- Availability of effective consumer redress for loss
caused by wrongful acts of traders - right to redress
- Freedom to form consumer and other relevant
organizations and to be able to present views in
processes affecting consumers - right to be heard
- Promotion of sustainable consumption patternsright to healthy environment

Essential components of a consumer protection
framework
-- A designated consumer protection agency
- Government Agencies with consumer protection policy and enforcement
- Summary of state/provincial bodies if relevant

-- Framework consumer law
- Consumer Protection Act

-- Sector specific laws and their enforcement
- Ministries such as health, food, housing, transport, etc

-- System for monitoring and surveillance
- For goods & services in the market place (consumer protection law)
- For conduct of producers and suppliers

-- Compliance mechanisms
- Enforcement in consumer affairs

Essential components of a consumer protection
framework contd..
-- Codes of conduct for producers and suppliers

CONSUMER LAW MATRIX
A

THE RIGHT TO SAFETY

YES

NO

-- Consumer redress mechanisms for consumers
-- Consumer participation in policy making
-- Key legal provisions
- Prohibition on misleading advertising
- Warranties for faulty products/services

-- Consumer education and information
-- International co-operation

establishing a general duty of
safety upon suppliers
banning the supply of unsafe
2
goods;
prescribing safety and information
3 standards with which goods or
services must comply;
1

2

B

THE RIGHT TO BE INFORMED

1

requiring appropriate statements and
warnings to accompany toxic products;

YES NO
C

2

3

Protect consumers from anti-competitive conduct
and exploitation, by:

establishing procedures to monitor national
and international developments relating to
therapeutic goods and toxic products; and

requiring administrative and political bodies
responsible for matters affecting consumers
1
to include members representing
consumers;
requiring laws and policies which affect
2 consumers to be publicised before they are
introduced to allow consumers to comment
on them; and
establishing procedures to channel any
comments or complaints made by
3
consumers to appropriate authorities, and
to monitor the response to those comments
or complaints.

YES NO

establishing procedures for community
1 and consumer education about
products.

regulating the supply of therapeutic goods
and toxic products to ensure information is
disclosed in a manner consistent with
international best practice;

D THE RIGHT TO BE HEARD

THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE

• ensuring manufacturers and suppliers do not
abuse their powers; and
• giving consumers rights to obtain redress for
goods which are unsafe, unsuitable, defective or
of poor quality.

YES NO
E THE RIGHT TO REDRESS

YES NO

1 establishing a court or tribunal, with a simple
procedure, to hear consumer complaints;
2

3

prescribing procedures to ensure consumers
know their rights and how to enforce them,
particularly in relation to disadvantaged groups
ensuring that consumers are allowed to play an
equal role in the resolution of their disputes;
and

3

F

THE RIGHT TO CONSUMER EDUCATION

YES NO
G

Consumer law should be written in
1 language which can be easily
understood
2

2 encouraging recycling of consumer goods;
and
requiring environmentally dangerous
3 products to carry appropriate warnings and
instructions for the safe use and disposal of
the product

3 introducing laws to protect particular
groups with special needs as required

THE RIGHT TO THE SATISFACTION OF BASIC
NEEDS

1

requiring therapeutic goods to carry information about
safety, efficacy, and side effects; and

2

requiring any products containing hazardous
substances to clearly list all its ingredients and to
display appropriate warnings.

3

protect consumers from unethical, unconscionable, and
illegal practices especially in the supply or provision of:
health care; housing and accommodation; education;
water; energy; financial services; employment;
retirement services; children's services; insurance;
investment services; and food.

YES

1 promoting the use of products which are
environmentally friendly;

prescribing mechanisms to monitor
consumer awareness and use of their
rights; and

H

THE RIGHT TO A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

YES

Progressive features of new genre of statutes
-- Covers the delivery of both consumer goods and services
including professional services (doctors, dentists, engineers,
architects, etc)
-- Special tribunals with simplified rules of procedure and
evidence to hear consumer complaints
-- Provisions for individual consumers to seek redress with
exceptions for consumer organisations to represent
consumers
-- Includes a range of remedies covering damage, injunctive
and declaratory relief
-- Establishes consumer protection funds to support consumer
education programmes

4

CI’s work on Consumer Protection in Asia Pacific
- Development of structures for consumer protection
- Strengthen capacities to implement and monitor the
Law
- Consumer law advisory services
- Capacity Building/Training
- Database on national consumer laws in the Asia
Pacific

ASEAN Countries (2010-2011)
Under the ASEAN-Australia Development Cooperation
Program II (AADCP II) CIKL conducted Roadmapping capacity
Building Needs in Consumer Protection in the 10 ASEAN
Member States (AMSs) to:
-

-

Develop a capacity building roadmap for consumer protection
involving core consumer areas – product safety and labelling,
consumer credit and banking, phone & internet services and ECommerce, environment, health care services and professional
services.
Propose an implementation plan and assessment option for the
capacity building roadmap that is applicable nationally and
regionally.

Bangladesh (2006 to 2011)
- Provided advisory services and assisted the Bangladesh
Tariff Commission to draft the Consumer Protection Act of
Bangladesh
- Lobbied for the enactment of Consumer Rights Protection
Act on 6 April 2009 (Under the EU-NORAD funded program by UNIDO)
- Provide training services to strengthen Consumers
Association of Bangladesh (CAB)
- Developed IEC materials on the Consumer Rights
Protection Act
- Conducted a review of Consumer Rights Protection Act with
UN Guidelines on Consumer Protection

Nepal (2009 to 2011)
− -

-

CI carried out an assessment of Consumer
Movement in Nepal in 2009 with the support of
UNIDO.
Submitted Proposal for piloting the work of
strengthening Department of Commerce (DOC)
and the Consumer organisations

5

Thank You
Email: janakifoundation@gmail.com
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Indian Consumers in the New Age:
A Forward Looking Agenda to Address the Concerns of
the Common Man (ConsumersUp)

Presentation Outlines





Basic Advocacy Skills






KNOWLEDGE ENHANCEMENT WORKSHOP
20th and 21st March 2012, Jamshedpur (Jharkhand)





Meaning of advocacy
Why we need advocacy
Strategic planning for advocacy
Developing advocacy strategy
Advocacy Planning
Stakeholder Analysis
Types of advocacy
Tips for Judicial advocacy
Tips for legislative advocacy
Media Advocacy
Advocacy tools (press release, representation, face to face
meeting)
2

Meaning of Advocacy


Dictionary –An act of giving support to a cause.



Ad-voca - Amplifying the voice of those whose voice is not
heard.



Why do we need Advocacy

Advocacy is to take up any specified issue with a right person in
a right manner to achieve desired results.

3



For influencing the power relationship in favor of the
marginalized, poor and ordinary people.



For bridging the gap between institutional and substantive
democracy.



State obligation to protect and promote the rights of it’s
citizens



Policy influencing goes beyond time and space

4

1
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Developing advocacy strategy

Strategic planning for advocacy






Looking outward:
 What do you want (strategic objective)
 Who can deliver it (identifying key audience)
 What they need to hear (issue framing)
 Who do they need to hear it from (picking messenger)
 How can we got them to hear it (means of delivery)

Building the strength of our people
Reducing the strengths of opponents
Activating our friends
Attracting fence sitters to join us or to remain passive
Converting our limitations in strengths and threats to our
opportunities

Looking inward:
What we have (resources)
 What do we need to develop (gaps)
 How do we begin (first step)
 How do we tell it is working (evaluation)


5

Advocacy Planning

6

Stakeholder Analysis
PEOPLE
a) Affected
b) Directly working with
c) Who identify with the cause

PUBLIC
Middle class, Media, Opinion
Makers, Writers,
Intellectuals etc.

DECISION MAKERS
PERSONAL
VALUES

Government, Socio-cultural
Institutions, Local Self
Government, Corporators,
Religion etc.

NETWORK /
ALLIANCE
(Social Justice and Human
Rights)
7

8
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Tips for Judicial advocacy

Types of advocacy







Judicial advocacy
Bureaucratic advocacy
Legislative advocacy
Media advocacy






Know the system to find out where & how to approach
Frame the issue in a broader way in perspective of any existing
legal or constitutional right to make it a policy issue
Know the actors
Build up network
Put across facts and figures with relevant provisions/
precedents

Writs, PIL etc.
9

Tips for advocacy with bureaucracy

Tips for legislative advocacy







10

Know the legislative system, its functioning and avenues for
interventions
Identify the MP/MLAs and build rappo with them
Feed them with information about the issue (fact, figures, its
implications etc.)
The information should be simple, brief and in the language of
the MP/MLA
Tell them also how they can help in or raise the issue.
Mobiles public support in favor of the issue










11

Do your homework: powers of the bureaucrat, his/her
background and your basic rights and laws:
No emotional statements: stick to facts and figures and put
forth your case in a rational, logical manner
Bureaucrats are individuals: maintain good working
relationships with them but make sure that personal
relationships do not interfere or serve to dilute the struggle
Take note of the job environment in which a bureaucrat works
and check out for the other avenues [within the bureaucratic
structure] to approach.
Developing credibility:
Give Practical/doable suggestions and use precedents

12
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Media Advocacy




News Marketing

10 steps of Media Advocacy
Writing Press Release
Media Analysis





Convert non-issue into newsworthy issue
Search for new angles
Find out what media likes.

13

10 steps of Media Advocacy











14

Media Analysis

Step 1 – Know Your Media
Step 2 – Prepare Media List
Step 3 – Develop Contacts
Step 4 – Set Advocacy Goals
Step 5 – Set Media Goals
Step 6 – Decide Target Audience
Step 7 – Frame Message
Step 8 – Decide Media Outlets
Step 9 – Implement Plan
Step 10 –Analysis and plan

Media - Publication -Picture - Reason - Comments
NP A - NP
- NP
-Against - New Strategy
NP B -FP/3Col -Pg 3/4Col -Favourable - Keep Contact
TV 1 -PRTi 91sec - Neutral
- Feed Info

15

16
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Advocacy Tools




How to draft a Press Release

Press release
Representation
Face to face meeting






Inverted Pyramid Style ; 5Ws, 1 H
Same Day Delivery
Letterhead, Signed, Documents
Contact Details

17

Do’s for press release






18

Don'ts for press release

Be clear about what you are trying to achieve when using the
media in your advocacy work.
Research the most relevant journalist's) and send the release
directly to them, using the correct contact details.
Co-ordinate all your media work through one person so that
there is one-person for journalists to contact.
Provide a 24-hour contact phone number on the press release if
possible, so that you are contactable at all hours.
Consult people directly affected by the issue or problem.

19






Does not hand write a press release.
Do not include jargon – if in doubt, explain technical words,
abbreviations, initials.
Do not assume that the journalist knows about your issue –
explain the key concepts or attach additional notes.
Do not to quote someone without their permission.

20
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Representation






Tips for lobbying or face-to-face meetings

Find out where and how decisions are made
Make the most of opportunities
Choose good representatives
Support the representative
Using your role on decision-making bodies







21

Establish ‘points of entry’
Ask appointment for a meeting
Invite them to see the issue or problem themselves
Preparing for meetings (focus on massage, know target,
choose right messenger, prepare notes & practice )
Do not forget to thank after the meeting and mention the points
of agreement

22

Thank You

23
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• ‘Re’ + ‘Search’
• "Research is a process of steps used to collect and analyze
information to increase our understanding of a topic or issue”

Research

• How is it different?
• Systematic, objective, verifiable, empirical,..
• Why research?
• To learn something, to gather evidence

What is Research& why?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Formulation of the problem
Literature Review
Selection of method, sampling
Data Collection
Data Analysis
Write up

Research Process

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope and relevance
Data availability
Interest
Expertise
General to specific
Objectives

Formulation of the problem

1
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•
•
•
•
•

Broaden knowledge
Bring clarity
Improve methodology
Contextualize the findings
Sources??

Literature review

•
•
•
•
•
•

Informed consent
Dealing with sensitive topics
No harm to the respondent
Confidentiality
Avoid bias
Data handling

Ethical issues

•
•
•
•
•

Observation
Interviews
Questionnaires
Focus group discussions
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 Resource mobilisation implies raising recourses for a
particular cause or the organisation goal in general.
 It may be in form of money, volunteer services, skill
transfer or in kind
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Ask
Tell truth
Be innovative
People give to people
Understand donor- 80: 20 rule
Plan, test and analyse
Publicies achievements
Thank

4
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Income patterns

Why people give












 Worldwide:
Fee & charges for services -51%
Govt. – 39%
Philanthropy (Individuals, companies,foundations) – 10%

Want to invest in community
Feel duty to give back
Religious command
Heart touched by the cause
Pubic recognition
Peer pressure
Gratitude
Tax exemption
Responsible business
Believe in organisation
They were asked

 India:
Self generated- 51%
Local Grants- 29%
Foreign sources- 7%
Donations- 13%
7
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Giving pattern in India









Main sources







Distress relief- 21%
Social service- 18%
Victim of war/terrorism- 18%
Culture and arts- 8%
Education & research – 7%
Health – 5%
Environment – 1.2 %
Others- 21.8 %

Individuals
Government
Companies
Self earned
Grant making agencies
Foundations / Charity/ social organisations
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Main techniques











Challenges

Proposals
Concept note
Direct mail
Events
Legacies
Face to face
CSR/CRM
Payroll giving
Donation boxes
Endowment/ corpus fund
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Declining global aid to India
Increasing competition
Negative public image of CSOs
Lack of professionalism in CSOs
Lack of resources or reluctance to invest for resource
mobilisation
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Key Points






Key Points

The income base should be broad based with more focus on
self earned income
Build brand value and reinforce it through communication
materials, website and working, organizational logo, colour
scheme etc.
Do SLOT analysis in relation to fund raising, donor relation
audit, PEST analysis before finalizing the business plan for
future.







Most of the people do not give simply because they were not
asked so ask and make it convenient to give
Resource mobilisation should be a continuous process and it
requires specific expertise, so it is better to have a dedicated
team for it.
The achievements/ success stories should have human touch
to be more appealing rather than only highlighting statistics
and activities.
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Thank You

Key Points
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In the time of decreasing international aid to India,
corporate, HNI, NRI and individuals can be potential source
of funding.
There is huge potential and need for capacity building of
non-profit sector in India
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